Crew Access

Quick Reference Guide for Inflight

Roster Icons

Trips/Flights
- Trip
- Report/Debriefing
- Flight
- Cancelled Flight
- Layover
- Trip (Reserve Assigned)
- Deadhead Flight
- Ground Transport

Other
- Reserve
- Ground Task Other
- Training
- Personal Activity Other
- Off Duty/Vacation/Sick Leave

Calendar Legend

- Flight
- Layover
- Selected in roster
- Selected in trip pool
- Off duty
- Training
- Other
- Closed days
- Today
- Selected in calendar

Standby (Reserve day on call)
Parts of a Trip

Trip Header

- Credit (for Pilots) and TFP (for Inflight) for the entire trip
- A triangle indicates the trip has a note or annotation
- End of rest of the trip based on CBA language
- Tap the arrows to open and close the various sections
- 5 digit trip number
- Time away from base

Flight

- Report date and time
- Filled-in star = Crew member is on all the flights for the trip

Layover

- Most up-to-date hotel and transportation information available, with Google map of hotel and surrounding area